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Heat of the Sun: Solar Thermal Electricity
Solar energy has even more potential than wind to produce electricity. Enough solar
energy strikes the surface of the earth every 40 minutes to produce all power consumed
for a year278 .
Solar thermal power plants currently produce electricity for ~11 cents per kWh279, by
using concentrating mirrors to produce heat to drive turbines. (The principle is the same
as setting a bit of paper on fire with a magnifying glass.). Because heat is cheaper to
store than electricity, the heat from the concentrators may be stored at $35 per kWht280.
16 hours storage makes the electricity fully dispatchable, allows plants to operate at about
65% of nameplate capacity, and (at the price mentioned) adds around 1 cent per kWh
over the first twenty years of plant life. If you assume around a half cent per kWh
additional O&M for the storage facility, this gives us a price ~12.5 cents per kWh –
expensive, but less than hydrogen, flow batteries, or new nuclear plants for the same
capability.
There is a major consortium who believes that the combination of simply mass producing
the mirrors on a large scale, combined with using waste heat from the engines to produce
water and air conditioning, would lower this price to between 3 and 5 cents per kWh281 .
Reliability is about 70%. (Solar thermal requires more storage than wind. An obvious
cause is that night happens continuously 12 or so hours out of every 24. In addition,
unlike wind, solar power from deserts does not provide access to widely differing sites.
Extreme cloudy weather (especially multi-day extreme cloudy weather) will probably
happen at the same time on differing sites.
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